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Note "by the Secretariat

The following report of the ECA Sub-regional Office for North Africa

on the activities undertaken in the Maghreb in connexion with economic

co-operation in that sub-region, is distributed as background informa

tion for the participants in the Sub-regional Meeting on Economic Co

operation in Central Africa,
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Account of inter~c^^r negotiations anH assistance given-

^ *hfi Sub-regional Off 3 — +- *»"> Maghreb, programme- of

economic oo—ordination

1. After a year's experience it would perhaps be useful to analyse

the progress mad* in the policy of economic integration in the Maghreb

by giving an account of the activities of the Maghreb economic Institu

tions and also the collaboration given to them by ECA and its Sub- .

regional.Office,at Tangier. This analysis will demonstrate the neces

sity of rethinking the procedures and scope and of our co-operation

with the Standing Consultative Committee of the Maghreb and the special

ized economic commissions or sub-commissions depending .on it and our

liaison with them-

DEVELOPMENT 0? MAGHREB INSTITUTIONS

2, ■ It is worth while recalling that after the Ministerial- Conference

at Angler, which set up the Standing Consultative Committee of the

Maghreb, specialized commissions consisting of experts who were officials

of the four countries were established in 1965 in the following fieldss

- Commission for industry

__ " for commerce

_ " for transport

- " for po^ts and telecommunications

_ " for tourism

» for statistics and national accounts

3. The commissions coming under the Standing Consultative Committee

are themselves divided into sub-commissions specializing in each branch

of these various sectors and responsible for studying specific problems

and with the aim of co-ordination and making recommendations to the

Standing Committee, which'after study submits them for decision "to the

Conference of Ministers of Economic Affairs.: ■

4. So the Commission for industry is subdivided for the moment into

the following sub-commissions:
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— Iron and steel

- Glares- ...*-.-

t - Electricity and

pending the establishment of ■sub-commissions-for the chemical indus-*--'

tries, textiles, ' etc.' ■■ ' ■■'. ":' .-" '■■ .' ~ :

5» In the field of trade, four sub-commissions have been established

to^study separately trade problems relative to the major products of

Maghreb agriculture:

:,, - Wine

- Olive oil

- Citrus fruits

- Esparto grass

Other sub-commissions are to be established to study a joint marketing

policy for the other products of Maghreb agriculture:

- Food preserves .

- Cereals and derivatives

- Dates " '

- Vegetable hair

6. Problems in the transport field are submitted to the-study of the

following sub—commissions:

- Rail and road transport ■■■:■■

- Maritime transport . , .

—.Air transport . .

7. Statistics, and national accounts are the responsibility7of the

Maghreb Committee -of Statistics and its specialised commissions'"for:

'- Industrial statistics

- Commercial statistics " '

• ' ":: —.National -accounts'. " -.■■■■. '
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8. These are the instruments or mechanisms for economic co-ordination

in the.Maghreb, -Such .co-ordination-,is proceeding satisfactorily since

the -various sub-commissions,' commissions, committees and higher'economic

instances have- met ..several times. idwing the year, - The work has resulted

in recommendations, of which, details should be given* '•-"■ "■

RECOMMENDATIONS OP THE SPECIALIZED COMMISSIONS

Commission for industry . . . - ■ .■■ . •■"■-.■■ •:" ■

.1, Recommendations-on the industries, for the assembly of vehicles

and.tractors and the manufacture of spare parts

In conformity with the resolutions of:the Standing Consultative

Committee of the Maghreb adopted.-.at. Algiers, in .M,a£.cji;.l9.65...a.nd".at •

Tripoli in May 1965, the Commission for industry met at Rabat .on 15-and

16 September 1965, to examine problems raised by the industries for•the-=

assembly "of automobile vehicles, tractors and the manufacture of spar.e,...-

parts as well as the necessity of Maghreb co-ordination in this respect. -

For each country concerned, it prepared an inventory of existing .produq-.-

tion capacity and consumption in this sector and of short-term prospects*

It has already been shown that existing production capacity is in excess

of Maghreb consumption pbtentiali-ties.

-The'information- thus gathered, as given in the synoptic table

annexed to this document, which should be supplemented and clarified,

seemed, to. the .members of the. Commission to be: the-point of departure

for a technical study of ...co-ordination and specialization; this should

be undertaken, in the shortest possible, time'by a standing sub-commission

and should investigate-ways of regularizing the present■situation.

In connexion with this study the members of the Commission drew

the attention of tlie Standing'Consultative Committee to the-necessity

of going, beyond the..stage, of assembly and rapidly reaching -the stage

of establishing and developing in the^Maghreb factories for the mass

production of spare parTs",~*which would truly lead to industrialization.
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With; relation to-this and to assist in the work of the Standing '

sub-commission Responsible'for preparing the above-mentioned study,

it:is recommended-that the Standing Consultative Committee should'obtain

from the-countries concerned documentation as detailed as possible on

the sub-contracting works they already have or that they intend to set
up.

In the light of this study, the Commission, which will then have

sufficient information to base decisions on, will formulate recomme^a-'

ti°ns.m_ trade in- assembled, vehicles, and- spare parts on- the -basis of

present and potential ..production and.consumption capacities-and of the

special conditions in each of the countries. ■ . ■ -

2. Recommendations on glass industries . ;- ' ^: •;-.-

The Commission examined the'problem of co-ordinating the glass '

industries. After noting the statement of each, delegation concerning,

the present situation and prospects for production and consumption/ the' .

Commission on Industry recommended that the Standing Consultative Com- ' -

mittee should in the shortest possible time assemble a committee of \ .
experts to study":

(a) The present Maghreb market,and-prospects up to 1970;

(b) Present production and prospects for each of the four coun-
. tries of the..Ma.ghreb..

Tnis study should be submitted for assessment and decision to "the

Conference, of Maghreb Ministers at its next meeting, and accordingly

the national-projects -under examination should not be put into effect

except on..the basis of the principles of specialization to be formulated
by the Ministers ;by the end of 1965.

A.complete study on specialization would then be undertaken so

as to define ways and means of Maghreb co-ordination in this sector.

5* Seoonimendation on electronics assembly industries

The Commission for industry examined the problem of co-crdinating

the electronics industries and recommended the Standing Consultative
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Committee, in the light of the first data supplied by the delegations,

to put this problem on the agenda of the next.meeting of the Commis

sion for industry for thorough study with the aim of discovering what

possibilities there were of harmonization in the field of assembly and

manufacture of spare parts, particularly for professional equipment.

Commission for trade relations

The Maghreb Commission for trade relations meeting at Rabat on 21,

22, 23 and 25 October 1965, after examining the questions entrusted to

it by the Conference of Ministers of Economic Affairs of the Maghreb

at its meeting at Tripoli from 25-27 May 1965 and after having taken

into consideration the obstacles to the intensification of trade- between

the four countries of the Maghreb, the most important .'of which are:

(l)' Lack of knowledge of existing and potential products in each

--■^"---■--af—bhe^our countries of the Maghreb, inadequate exchange of

"™i:"""'"information1' and contacts?

(2) High production prices, due notably to the existence, of

production units on the national scale;

(3) Inadequate transport for the intensification of trade;

(4) The similarity of Maghreb products, notably agricultural

products;

(5) The spirit of complacency owing to the existence of tradi

tional trade flows;

(6) Existing national regulations on foreign trade;

(7) The problems of payments;

and after having reviewed problems concerning the relations of the

Maghreb with other countries:

Recommends: .

- The'establishment of a permanent Maghreb trade agency, whose

character would be decided by the Standing Consultative Com

mittee of the Maghreb and which would be responsible for:
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■ (l) Harmonizing and co-ordinating trad.3 relations in the Maghreb

with a view to intensifying trade "between the four countries

and to allowing free trade in a certain number of products;

(2) Co-ordination of trade relations between the Arab Maghreb

and the other countries;

(3) Supervision and co-ordination of the activities of joint

specialized agencies per product*

As far as the individual products are concerned the Commission

recommends:

Citrus fruits

(l) The Commission maintains the principle of joint publicity and

instructs a Committee of experts consisting of representatives

°f "the. Groupement obligatoire des agrumes de Tunisie (GOA),

1 'Association inter---professionnelle des agrumes d'Algerie

(AGEUMAL) and the Office de commercialization et d'exporta-

tion (OCE) to meet on 3 November I965 at Algiers, in view of

the urgency of the problem, and to decide on technical execu

tive action to be: taken for the I965-I966 season in the light

of Spain's withdrawal from the Co^iU des agrumes de la zpne

franc (CAZF),

(.2) It recommends the establishment within the Standing Consulta

tive Committee of the Maghreb of a Standing Maghreb Committee

on citrus fruits with the following terms of reference:

(a) To study for future seasons the procedures for develop

ing and extending joint publicity in the main existing

and potential consumer markets;

(b) To examine questions relative to the standardization of

packages, to make an inventory of needs and possibilities

,._ of production in order to ensure planned supply with

priority for Maghreb suppliers;
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(o) To exchange information between the Maghreb countries

. . concerning sales contracts and to fix lower limit prices

per variety and per period within clearing agreements;

(d) To endeavour to bring together the various marketing

bodies with a view to closer co-ordination in transport,

transit and marketing;

-(3). Draws the attention of the Standing Consultative Committee

of the Maghreb to the problem of processing citrus fruit

and., expresses the wish that the Commission for industry should

make a thorough examination Of this question.

(4) Taking into consideration the development of citrus-growing

policy in the Maghreb, the Commission recommends that a

deoision should be made on the future of the Comite des

agrumes de la zone franc (CAZF) in the light of a report

to be presented by Algeria.

Wines

The Commission for trade relations, after having examined all the

problems relative to the production and marketing of wines, has.formu

lated the following recommendations:

(l) The establishment of a standing committee on wines, whose

terms of reference would be: - ■

(a) To work out a joint export policy towards countries -

other than those in the French Customs territory (FCT),

For countries that grant non—FCT tariff and quota pre

ferences to the Maghreb the Committee will fix lower

limit prices (free of duty, frontier of country of

destination) and quotas based on the average figures

over.the .last three years for each of the countries;

(b) To organize meetings of experts in agriculture, oecology

and legislation on vine—growing and wine—making in order
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to draw up a joint policy for the production and diversi

fication of these products, taking into account pos

sibilities of outlets in the Maghreb;

(c) To study the prospects of greater diversification of

external markets by making an inventory of potential

markets and instructing intra-Maghreb missions to pro

spect these markets both for wines, grape juice and 'table

grapes;

(d) Recommends that a study be made with a view to finding

economic uses for vineyard by-products;

(e) To- co-ordinate the Maghreb positions within the Inter

national Wine Office and any other international

organizations;

(2) Considering the needs of the countries of the Maghreb for

technicians on the growing of vines and vineyard products,

the Commission recommends the establishment of a centre for

study and research on vines and wines.

Esparto grass

The Commission draws the attention of the Standing Consultative

Committee to the delays ia b^Uing up the Maghreb esparto grass board

and to the reperoussions of such delay and asks it to take adequate

action.

Olive 6il

The Commission.recommends the establishment of a committee of

experts for the following purposes: '

(l) To prepare a balance sheet at the beginning of each season

covering the four countries'1 resources in olive'oil (stooks

and output) and their needs for oils (olive oil and vegetable

oils) and thus to calculate the exportable surplus for the

whole of the Arab Maghreb;
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(2) To find-^w outlets .and .ta^bo-rordinate exports with a view to

their development;

(3) To oolleot all useful information concerning the production

of olive oil, oils from seed, regarding "both the present

situation and future prospects with a; Triew .to; harmonizing

:■;:,■;. oil production-policy in the four countries.

'■ ■ Othir products ' '■ •' ; ; ■ " : : " ;

With a view to consolidating and developing the harmonization and

co-ordination of exports of Maghreb agricultural products of interest

to the four Countries", the Commission proposes that the co-ordinated

marketing of the following products "be studied:

(a) Cork .■"-■:..-.-... 1-; -

:("hO ; Food rpres.eajves - ,: .:;

(.tes) ■-:G©re^Ls. and derivatives ,_.-.-,■ -

(d) Dates ;

(e) Vegetable hair

Commission for transport and communications

The Commission for transport and communications met at Tunis on

6, 7, 8 and 9 October 1965 to examine problems relative to co-ordination

and harmonization in the matter of transport and communications in the

four countries of the Maghreb,
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I, 'Recommendations-regarding .pajl g,nd road transport

Simplification of formalities at frontier crossings

The Commission recommends,

(a) Rail transport: ■ • ■ . ■ •

(1) That the joint stations at frontiers be re-established

and that arrangements be made for police, Customs, health

: or other formalities to be dealt with in these stationsj

(2) That in the 6ase of intra—Maghreb travel, arrangements .

•- be made for these formalities to be dealt w.ith in trains

on the morve;' . ■ ■ ....

(b) Road transport 1

That as far as possible the same formalities be simplified

in order to avoid the considerable delays that Occur at

present;

3tudj_ of validation of national driving licences within the Maghreb

The Commieaion recommends! "

(1) The.harmonization of laws and regulations at present'govern

ing road traffic through the four countries of the Maghreb'

(highway codes);

(2) The establishment of a commission of jurists and experts

to work out before the end of 1966 a common draft highway-

code for the four countries.

Establishment of a standing committee for rail transport in the Maghreb

to replace the conference des r^seaux and revision of the existing

Convention

The Commission recommends:

(l) The establishment of a Committee for rail transport in the

Maghreb ()
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(2) The preparation by- the network^ of:_. , .. , ;■ ■ .

- A draft text instituting the CTPM

— A draft convention to govern relations "between the networks.

Both .drafts should be ready for submission to the next Conference

of the Ministers of. the Maghreb. ■

Establishment of a Stand.ing committee for road transport-

The sub—commission for road and rail transport recommends:

(.l) The establishment of a standing committee for Maghreb road

transport (CTEM), which would have to meet periodically and

whose terms of reference would be to study problems arising

in this sector with a view to harmonization and rationaliza—

tionj

(2) The exchange of information on road passenger and goods

transport and notably on present structures, traffic and

experiments under way in the various countries of the

Maghreb;

(3) The development of road passenger and goods transport between

the four <jouii"b.ii'i6B of the ivlagiirciu.

The sub—commission suggestss

That the constituent meeting of this committee should be held

within three months,, th3 * Ceorstaria't "of"the"Standing Consultative

Committee being instructed to prepare the agenda and fix the date and

place of the meeting after nomination by the Governments of the members

of the committee.,

Establishment of a Standing commission for Maghreb transport

Considering that the activities of the Standing committees for rail?

road, air and maritime transport must be co-ordinated by an expanded

commission,

The sub—commission recommends: '

That a Standing commission for Maghreb transport should be set up

within "the Standing Consultative Committee of the Maghreb.
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II. Recommendations concerning Maritime Transport . , .

Exchange of information "between the bodies concerned

The Commission recommends that periodic meetings be held at high

level between those in charge of government services responsible for

the Merchant Marine and the transport companies to survey the various

problems arising, if need be consider joint solutions, inform each

other of their several potentials, compare experience and draw oonolu^ - -

sions calculated to increase the efficiency of their action.

Such exchange of information, which is necessary in the maritime

field, will be made both between Governments and transport companies.

tn. the Government sector it will deal with:

(a) Government organisation of the Merchant Kavy;

(b) The training of higher-level Government staff;

(c) Maritime regulations for the Maghreb countries.

The exchange of information on shipping lines will cover potentials,

activities and trade statistics.

This permanent exchange of information will be carried out by cor

respondents and also between high-level staff in Government and the

transport companies.

Co-ordination of activities of companies or bodies

The delegates desire and recommend close co-operation between

shipping lines in particular regarding their representation in agenoies

for vessels, lighterage, and transit operations.

Chartering of ships

For marine transport the Commission recommends that priority be

given to the flag of each country and in particular to national ship

ping lines.

For chartering, the same priority will be granted to national

shipping lines or agencies and, failing this, to Maghreb companies on
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equal conditions, taking account of international agreements and the

special conditions of each country.

Joint operation of lines

The Commission recommends that a detailed study be made in the

shortest possible time to determine which lines should be operated

jointly and the conditions of such operation.

Simplification- of-administrative formalities in the Maghreb countries

The Commission recommends the Standing Consultative Committee of

the Maghreb to intervene with the competent Government departments in

each country so "as to facilitate administrative formalities in the

Maghreb ports within the framework of., regulations proper to each country.

Training of officers

The Commission recommends:

- That the maritime training dispensed in the various Merchant

Marine schools in the Maghreb countries be harmonized:

- That the establishment of Merchant Marine schools that might

duplicate those existing in the Maghreb countries should be

avoided;

- That a number (to be determined) of pupils, nationals of each

of the countries of the Maghreb, be admitted into these schools;

- That the rights and prerogatives conferred by the different

certificates issued by these schools be harmonized within the

framework of international conventions relative to the minimum

professional ability required of Merchant Marine officers;

- To consider the admission of sailors from one Maghreb country

to ships flying the flag of another Maghreb country without

the application of any restrictive provisions regarding the

nationality of the crew.

Study of the establishment of a Maghreb shipping line

In order to develop trade between the Maghreb countries and the

Arab countries of the Middle East, on the one had, and the Maghreb
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countries and African countries, on the other hand, the Commission,

convinced of the value and efficiency of co-operation in the maritime

field, recommends that the establishment of a Maghreb shipping., trans

port company be examined with all due. attention with a view to the

joint operation of a line connecting the Maghreb ports with the ports

of the Middle East and the African countries.

Maghreb countries within inter

national- bodies; '

The Commission recommends that the position adopted by the Maghreb

countries within international maritime bodies be-harmonized and unified.

^l^.lj^go.ni_gjlilag.hreb sea transport committees

The Commission recommends the Standing Consultative Committee^

convene within the shortest possible time a commission of experts with

a view to setting up a standing committee for sea transport.

The tanks of this committee would be: ;

- To super-ice first and foremost the application of the recommenda

tions formulated by the Transport Commission at Tunis in October

19655 once those -■.-ocommendations are adopted;

- To nake any atudy that might contribute towards the development

of Maghreb aoa uan.,p^rL0
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III. Recommendations -concerning Air Transport

Study of the establishment of a single airline

After study, the Commission re00mmended" the'adoption of the principle

that a single Maghreb airline he"'established. A Commission of'Experts

oonsisting of representatives of the companies, the aviation services

of the four countries and the competent "bodies, would have''to maker a

study of and work out a draft statute and rul:es._.for.. tlie pro.jec.ted air

line. . ,...■.

Co-ordination of- activities of the airlines of the four countries

Pending the achievement of this aim, the Commission recommends:

(a) The granting of the necessary traffic, rights to the Maghreb

countries for the establishment of air links "between the four

countries. In order to,harmonize operations and promote close

collaboration between the Maghreb countries the Commission

considers it expedient for agreements of the general agent

and pool type to be concluded.

(b) The study of the industrial concentration at Algiers with a

view to carrying out major maintenance on aircraft.of the

■ - ■ ^Maghreb airlines. Other forms of aircraft maintenance might,

■ ' Where appropriate,'"" be-entrusted to one of the Maghreb com

panies * : '■ ■ ■

(c) The re—grouping of commercial agencies existing or.being

■ created abroad and where applicable the possible establish

ment of new joint agehcies.

(d) The granting of priority for chartering on equal t.erms to the

Maghreb airlines. ■ :

Establishment of a Maghreb transport committee

The Commission recommends the establishment of a standing Maghreb

air transport committee including the representatives of the Governments

and the airlines. This committee would meet periodically or at the

request of a member country.
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Simplification of disembarkation and customs formalities

The Commission recommends maximum simplification of entrance, exist-

and transit formalities, partieularly for nationals-of Maghreb-countries.

The Commission, noting the OAU decision'regarding the establishment

of links between the Maghreb and the other African countries, supports

in principle the opening of these links whenever the' required opera

tion conditions are met.

Representation on the Council of 1CAO

The Commission recommends: . .

_ That there -be one representative for the four countries on the

Council of ICAO

- That such representation rotate among the four countries of the

Maghreb.

Organization of air traffic services .■

In order to facilitate the routing of both aviation and meteorolo

gical information between the different telecommunications centres,

The Commission recommends:

1. UIR:

Study of the establishment of an upper flight information

region? Notes the intention of the Algerian delegation to sub

mit a detailed study on this subject;

2. East-West air route;

The commencement of operations on the East-West air route in

the shortest possible time;

3. AFTN:

That the Fourth Air Navigation Plan for the African-Indian

Ocean Region be put into- effect as soon as possible-, in--- -■

particular by establishing the Tunis-Tripoli'and Tunis-Rome

radio—teleprinter links.
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Research and rescue

*

,,The Commission recommends the Maghreb countries to combine their

t efforts. ..in this field and requests the establishment of a working party

with the following "terms of reference:

.- To establish an over-all plan for the SAR service

- To study a protecol of mutual assistance, and all relevant

physical arrangements

- To make detailed proposals concerning the acquisition of

aeronautical -equipment.

Verif ioa-tibtt'of navigation aids in flight

The Commission recommends:

- The establishment of a team of experts to study the. establish

ment of a Maghreb service for the verification of aeronautical

-installations in flight.

Aeronautical information service

The Commission, desirous of reduping expenditure and co-ordinating

the activities of the services in the four countries:

- Recommends study of the establishment of a joint aeronautical

information service for the four Maghreb countries.

- Assigns this study to Morocco,

Training

The Commission recommends:

- That each country in the Maghreb open its centres to trainees

from ,the other countries;

- That the Maghreb countries set- up a co-ordinated training

policy to ensure the maximum use of existing centres;

- Considers that each country may open a'training school provided

tha.t-- such school does not give training provided in an existing

Centre,
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Maghreb Committee for the co-ordination of posts and telecommunications

The Maghreb Committee for the co-ordination of posts and telecom

munications, meeting at Tunis from 29 March to 2 April 1965, recommends,

with regard to telecommunications:

1. That in intfa-Maghreb telephone connexions (medium and long

distance communications) charges be calculated on the follow

ing basis (in gold francs):

- Charge per.100 kilometres of circuit: 0.30

- Charge for every terminal station used: 0.40

2. That, as far as possible, each member country should plaoe at

the disposal of other member countries the circuits necessary

for its transit traffic

3. That in telegraphic relations between the Maghreb countries:

(a) Contiguous countries should apply■their domestic rates

and retain the corresponding revenue;

(b) Non-oontiguous countries should apply the domestic rates

plus a surcharge oqual to 4 centimes gold per word and

transit coii_ntryo

For posts the Committee recommends;

1, That the application of the domestic tariffs be extended to

intra—Maghreb financial operations;

2, That a team of three members (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia) should'

be set up to unify regulations on financial operations;

3- That letter-post items and parcels be routed by the most rapid

means, as far as possible using routes in the four countries;

4* That the Standing-1 Consultative Committee be approached with

regard to the application of a preferential rate' to airmail

. transported.by the national airlines, both in intra-Maghreb

relations and in the relations of Maghreb countries with other

countries
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5- That study and information exchange visits be arranged between

the four administrations of the Maghreb,

Commission for tourism ■

The Commission met at Algiers from 4 to *7" October I965 to examine

the problems raised by co-ordination and harmonization in this sector.

Coordination in conferences and international meetings

The Commission recommends:

(a) That consultations between the four Maghreb countries be held

before any international conference so as to define a common

attitude;

(b) That it be decided which country be chosen to represent at

such conferences any country or countries prevented from

attending; ■ ' -; '■' ;; ' .

(c) That in any case one of the Maghreb countries be delegated

to report to the other countries on the results and eonolusi«was

of each of such meetings. '

Training ... '. - . ■ ■ : ■ .. , . -.-

The Commission- reoommends: ''■'-'

(a) That Centres of Training in the tourist or hotel trade already

in existence of to be set up be thrown open to students of

•■■'r.r* '.the Maghreb countries,. : , ... ...

(b) That a request be pressed with the United Nations Special

r.Fund for ■ the financing of a..higher. Maghreb school for the

.. : * . tourist and hotel trades, the tourist trade section of which

would be established at Tangier.and the hotel trade section

at Algiers.

Co—ordination in publicity

The Commission recommends:

(a) That all publicity and information documents for the tourist

trade published by the different Maghreb countries be dis

tributed by all Maghreb bodies abroad;
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(b) That the following documents on the Maghreb be published

jointly: ,

- A general folder; ___ .. . . ./.,.,..,.....',.

. . - A tourist mapj

- A guide book;

- A poster*

Encouragement for intra-Maghreb trade "flows

The Commission recommends:

(ft) That police customs and exchange formalities at frontier posts

be made more flexible;

(t>) That .federations be set up comprising the various touristic

and ancillary organisations and associationsj

(o) That all national information organs should carry out a

campaign to promote intra-Maghreb tourism;

#; , ■•('a1)'* That a special; tourist allowance be instituted ,in, the

Maghreb framework. ,■ ' - ..

Maghreb oommittee for tourism ;■'■:■_■_; \_

The Commission recommends the establishment .o.f a Maghreb Committee

. for. tourism, responsible, .fpr: . .

'". (a) 'Devising a joint Maghreb tourist policy; : . _

(b) Co-ordinating and supervising the implementation of this

:-" ■ policy. ■ ' ■ . ■■: ■■ T

Recommendations' that it would take too long to mention in detail were

also made by the Commissions for industrial statistics, oommereial

statistics and national accounts.
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AID EXPECTED FROM ECA

9,' ■This:mass of recommendations- concerning all sectors of economic

life obviously proves.that there is a genuine desire for integration.

Unfortunately, this desire is thwarted by the absence of,thorough expert

studies -that might lead to concrete decisions at the level of the Con

ference of Ministers and towards economic integration. In a word., when

the.negotiations reach a.certain stage, they are blocked by the absence

of these studies-

10. It was decided in the protocol of the Tangier agreement:

"To recommend the.Economic Commission for Africa to contact the

. Standing Consultative Committee and provide the latter as soon

as pos.sible with the following studies:

. (-a): A detailed comparative study of existing industrial po-ten-

■ . - tialities in particular from the viewpoint of production

napacities, volumes of production, and their uses, as. well

as, prime costs, etc ; . . .,,-.-.

. . (b)... A. detailed comparative study of the requirements of the

Maghreb countries for industrial products;

.- (c) ■ A comparative study of agricultural production, in, partir-

cular from the viewpoint of quantities and their uses,

locations and production per.iods. This study should be -

:■■ supplemented by a study of development potentialities,

especially for industrial crops;

(&) A preliminary feasibility study on the co-ordination of

indus tr ial s tandardlzat io'n. '

EXECUTION OF THE ECA 1965 ASSISTANCE PBOQBAMME

11, For the execution of this programme, we have set in hand the.

industrial study on the retrospective and present market for 150 pro

ducts. This, study, which we expect to complete in November, will be

supplemented next year by that on several hundred other products and

also by. a projection of .demand for industrial products in the Maghreb
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for the next ten yea^s- Moreover, in addition to a preliminary study

in industrial standardisation, which has already been completed, we

could next year cover other sectors of industry such as textiles^

•chemicals'^ food manufacturing industries, building materials., etc.

12. In the field of agriculture, threa large studies are also in hand,

which are to cover the problems of supplies of agricultural products

in the Maghrebs industrial crops and finally the marketing of the

major products of Maghreb agriculture.

13. It is perhaps useful to stress that, in another field, namely

the standardization of statistical and economic studies, which is the

basis of planning,, very good results have been achieved by the four

countries thanks to very close co-ordination of their work. ECA has

plaoed at the disposal of the countries; on a part-time basis, three

experts, the preparatory studies made by whom have enabled the experts

of the countries to progress faster.

SUGGESTIONS MTD REC0MMOT.ATI0II3 FOR ECA TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

14. It is essential to reconsider the procedure for such technical

assistance and to adapt it to the needs of the Standing Consultative

Committee and its "'Commissions' or Sub -commissions „ In a word we must

keep'pace with the progress of the work1of these:institutions, follow

their rate of working and'help by studies not vnly in the progress of

negotiations out also and above all '"in preparing for concrete deci

sions in the field of economic integration. Such must be our policy;

moreover, it cor-responds . to that of the.'Standing. Consultative Com

mittee, which would like to see. ECA. specialists following; step by

step the work of - the different sub—commissions and.-helping them by

their reports or their studies in the preparation of proposals to be

submitted for decision to the Ministerial Conferences*

15» Certainly the scope of^technical assistance conceived in this

manner may not be within the power of the ECA secretariat, but I

consider tha±? if all internal and external facilities, were used, it

would be possible for us to fulfil our mission in the Maghreb to the
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satisfaction of its people. "In my option our strategy in this field

l for the future must be conceived as follows?

, (a) All possible action should be taken to establish the Centre

for industrial studies at Tripoli in the shortest possible

time. ■Tt seems that all conditions are at the present moment

satisfied for this purpose since the United Nations Special

Fund mission as well as the Managing Director of this organ

and his Consultative Board favour the creaiion of this centre :

and moreover the four countries have just -given 'their assent

to■the recommendations' of the Managing Director and the

Consultative Board. If this Centre could commence operations

■ '■ at the beginning of :1966 it could pla~ a Very effective part -

' - ■ ' ' in collaboration--with- the Sub-regional Office "in executing ' '

the Maghreb programme. One might imagine a division of

labour between these two bodies consisting in entrusting to

the Centre for Industrial Studies specific or sectorial studies,

the Tangier Office being responsible for general economic

studies.

(b) The execution of bilateral technical assistance agreements

concluded by the Executive 3«or«i;aj.-y rfith numerous countires,

European or other, would give us the means to intensify our

collaboration with the Maghreb institutions. That is a simple

problem of negotiation that Headquarters could handle with

all due speeda

16, Thirdly, there would no doubt be lessons to be drawn from the

circular from Mr. Victor Hoo (TE 311 of 31 August 1965) which recalls

inter alia the resolution adopted by the Economic and Social Council

at its last meeting, recommending a substantial increase in the percent

age of funds from Technical Assistance programmes and the Expanded

Programme allocated to industrial projects. Based on this resolution

and taking into consideration the economic integration projects at

present being negotiated in several sub^regions of the continent, I

beg to suggest that a proposal be submitted to New York for the utiliza

tion of this increased technical assistance in the industrial field,
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for the assignment of regional advisers on industry to the various Sub^-

regional Offices to help the Governments in their task of sub-regional j

economic integration.

17« In the practical field and for the immediate future it would be

desirable, for three regional advisers specializing in industrial,

commercial and financial problems and transport to be assigned permanent

ly to the Tangier Office to study problems on which negotiations are

in hand between the countries. These advisers, who would be in ad

dition to the industrial regional adviser already present, would have

the task of assisting the Maghreb countries by technical studies

intended to permit the advancement of the work of the Specialized

Commission. Unless such assistance is provided, we shall not be able

to follow the progress of work and shall gradually be excluded from it.




